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JURJUS
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77KG
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STATS IN GERMANY

Forward passes /
accurate

XGC

Short passes /
accurate

Long passes /
accurate

98% 80% 74%
2020/212020/212020/21

Conceded goals

Goalkeeping
stats

0,99

0,67

Saves with reflexes
per game

2.67

Shots against
per game

3.28



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

He has a great positioning under the
posts. Sometimes he seems to get the
ball effortless, but it is due to his good
location before the shot, which allows
him to grab and lock the ball without
sliding to block the shot. This
positioning is good both at frontal and
lateral deliveries.

He has a great technique to grab and
lock the ball. This is one of the most
important skills on a goalkeeper and he
got this. He looks for retaining the ball
instead of deflecting the ball. He puts
an extra effort to make it a regain the
possession by building-up from the
back quickly and accurate.

He is a goalkeeper usable for the direct
play and counter-attacks because of
his accuracy on volley kicks. Once he
gets the ball back, he can play long to
the attacker. Also, he kicks it hard,
which make everything easier in order
to put his teammates in play.

Positioning Blocking technique Volley technique



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

As mentioned, his positions is key in
is play. In lateral crosses, he shows a
good quality. He is a goalkeeper who
has a great reading of play to decide
if going out of his zone to cut the
pass in the right moment.

It seems to be not important, but it is.
He has a good kicking technique for
goal kicks. He can activate the
offensive phase with it, since he is
accurate and make it hard. It allows
his teammates to look for second
balls.

Goal kicks

He is good with his feet. This is
positive to build-up from the back,
avoiding a midfielder from going to
the back to star the play. He has
composure when being pressed by
the rival, showing control of the
tempo to finally play.

FootworkLateral crosses



Social Media

@hiddejurjus17

https://www.instagram.com/orkunkokcu/?hl=es

